
Date Time Route Event Follow-Up Police Report

8/8/2019 9:30 PM 239
Two Recology Drivers have person follow them into 501 Geary (gate on 
Shannon) and begins stealing carpets from property. Individual went on to 
climb fire escape, break windows.

Police notified, police report taken. Case  #190-575-507 #190-575-507

8/4/2020 240

Recology driver assaulted by woman following a traffic altercation. The crew 
attempted to continue working when a male friend of the woman arrived at the 
scene attempting to provoke crew. Incident occurred at Hyde and Eddy Streets.

Police report filed and Captain Fabbri was contacted in hopes of seeking 
additional police presence/support. Report #200-463-210.

#200-463-210

1/15/2021 6:25 AM 240

Incident at 519 Ellis/335-391 Leavenworth where three people followed our 
crews and entered property. Two Recology drivers attempted to ask the 
individuals to leave when one of the individuals showed a driver that he had a 
gun. Both drivers were instructed to leave the scene/area and contact police.

Customers changed to curbside service.

4/19/2021 4:47 AM 240

A Recology driver had a knife pulled on him at 900 Van Ness. Person followed 
him into building. Anthony uses cart to create distanc ebetween him and other 
party. Calls out for someone. Did not want to contact police.

TAW assigned to follow crew for remainder of week to offer additional support. 
Routeware messages sent to all crews who work in Tenderloin notifying them 
of incident

6/25/2021 9:22 AM 240
As A recology driver spotted another driver backing into Redwood Alley, service 
location for 580 McAllister, an impatient driver hit a cart and ran over one of 
the drivers foot.

Drivers and managers agreed to service customer earlier than noise complaint 
time to have less issues with traffic.

11/22/2021 5:30 AM 240

While in Elm Alley someone attempted to get into truck. A recology driver kept 
telling the person to get away from the truck and the person responded by 
pulling a knife. The driver used a bat to protect himself and chase the person 
away.

6/15/2022 8:30 AM 240
A recology driver used pepper spray to defend himself after someone 
attempted to attack him with a bike chain.

7/4/2022 5:00 AM 982
Route keys stolen from truck while driver was inside customer servicing carts 
on the 400 block of Leavenworth.

7/12/2022 5:43 AM 240

A recology driver was assaulted inside of corner store (499 Eddy) while 
attempting to get a water froma refrigerator. The assailant then left the store 
and began swining his backpack at the driver before ultimately pullling out a 
knife. The driver attempted to create space and pushed the offender away. The 
driver punched the offender after previosu attempts to mitigate the situation 
were unsuccessful.

7/15/2022 5:56 AM 239

Woman climbed on top of truck while employees were inside of 920 Geary on 
break. The woman then proceeded to twerk and dance while on top of the 
truck before ultimately being helped down by a Recology driver.

9/7/2022 4:32 AM 240
Drivers reported that cars were in the Tenderloin driving around throwing pipe 
bombs.

Supervisor canvassed area for alleged vehicle but unable to corroborate. Police 
notified.

9/21/2022 6:30 AM 240

A Recology driver reported that as he entered 747 Ellis from Willow Alley a 
female followed him in in an effort to gain access to the building. Bruce 
removed her from the property after someone inside the building said she was 
not welcome there. She was physical as she was being removed.

Supervisor reminded driver that if he cannot safely enter building without 
others rushing the door, leave the customer and go back later.

9/26/2022 6:00 AM 982

A female climbed into the rear of truck as employee was servicing carts on the 
400 Block of Leavenworth and attempted to climb into body of truck. She 
pulled electrical components and wiring on the truck.

Police report filed. Case #220-658-140. #220-658-140

Tenderloin Events/Timeline



9/30/2022 5:22 AM 240

A recology driver was assaulted on the 400 block of Eddy after attempting to 
gain access to 420 Eddy. The driver was punched in the mouth and then 
defended himself. Recology employees were instructed to leave the scene and 
then taken to the Police Station with Supervisor.

Police report filed and offender was arrested. The Recology driver was placed 
on modified duty as a result of a torn tendon in his hand. Police Report #220-
669-238

#220-609-238

10/5/2022 5:59 AM 240

Following 9/30 incident, an extra vehicle was being used to follow Route 240. 
An individual climbed through the window of the extra vehicle while the vehicle 
was at Polk and Ellis. He eventually fled and was later arrested after climbing 
onto a fire truck.

TAWs removed from Tenderloin, Supervisor to follow in place of TAW. Case 
#220-682-343.

10/25/2022 3:00 PM 813

A recology driver had a homeless individual throw a scooter under the front of 
truck while it was parked at 6th and Market. The individual then accused the 
driver of "vehicular assault" and would not allow the driver to get back into the 
truck. The individual held some object that appeared to have a blade on it and 
threatened to hit the driver if he stepped closer. The Recology driver signaled 
for two Urban Alchemists to come over and help diffuse the situation, however, 
they were unsuccessful in doing so. The individual then went into the truck and 
stole they key from the ignition before getting back on his scooter.

Police report taken, Case Number 220 735 027 #220-735-027

11/21/2022 11:45 AM 813

A Recology driver had pulled over in front of 946 Geary to meet with another 
driver. While the driver was outside of his vehicle he observed an individual 
approaching his truck on the driver's side. The driver found the individual 
opening the driver's side door of his truck attempting to gain access to his 
vehicle. He told the individual to stop and to get out of the truck. As the driver 
attempted to secure the truck, the individual threw her drink (smoothie) at him.

Incident not reported immediately, driver reminded that he is to report all 
incidents in a timely manner.

11/22/2022 2:00 PM 813

The Recology driver was parked on Eddy servicing a city can outside of the Taco 
Bell/KFC at Polk and Eddy. After servicing the city can, he got back into the LH 
side of the truck and as he did so an unknown woman entered into the RH side 
of the truck and was grabbing the steering wheel and other parts of the truck. 
The driver asked her twice to please exit the vehicle. She did not respond to this 
and reached for the ignition key. As the unknown woman did so, The recology 
driver grabbed her hand to prevent her from taking the key.  The altercation 
escalated onto the street and the keys were eventually relinquished.

1/24/2023 6:40 AM 240

Two Recology drivers were assigned to Route 240 and approached by the 
individual previously involved in an altercation with another driver. He asked if 
one of the drivers had been fired and stated that if he wasn't, that he would 
"take care of it." This happened at the same location as the 9/30/22 incident, 
420 Eddy Street.

N/A

4/3/2023 12:30 AM 312

Two drivers were working on the 100 block of 6th Street and were approached 
by a tall white male who asked if another driver if he was "the one that 
whooped the dude's a** up there." One of the drivers told the individual that 
he did not know what he was talking about and continued working, but 
escalated the situation to his supervisor. He believed the individual was 
referring to another Recology driver.

N/A
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